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HOMI FASHION&JEWELS EXHIBITION: ACCESSORIZE 
YOUR CHRISTMAS! 
 
 
It’s the thought that counts at Christmas.... but it has to be original, unique, 
precious. Just like the proposals that you can find at HOMI Fashion&Jewels 
Exhibition, the event dedicated to fashion accessories, jewellery and trendy 
bijoux. Creations to give away as gifts - but also to treat yourself or let others 
treat you -, capable of accompanying the wearer forever. 
 
A red flower that says “I love you”, and sends a message of strength and 
positivity, especially at Christmas, is the anthurium, the spectacular protagonist 

of the handcrafted jewellery by Namida Pearls. Peeping out between precious 

designer rings and enveloping bracelets; emerging like a promise from among 
black pearl necklaces, in multiple cascades of strands or singly on long chokers. 
The choice is yours. 
 
Elegant, perfect, white: these are pearls, adored by women forever and gifted, 
according to tradition, with those magical properties that, over time have led 
them to further ennoble the most precious of jewellery. A mass of goodness 
that just as in the past, is still the ideal gift for Christmas in the proposals by 
Ultima Edizione, versatile and highly spectacular, with a focus on colour and 
combinations with silver and lively zirconia. Like the extremely sophisticated 
earrings with black and white shell pearls, alongside the super-feminine ones 
in which the baroque and teardrop pearl joins the flower closure with coloured 
zirconia and rose gold plated to finish them off with a sparkle, all to be worn on 
the ears. And earrings again with a green corundum boule and white zirconia 
pave set, super sparkly with optimum bling effect. 
 
A precious message from 20 Celesti Bijoux who personalise some of the 
pieces in its collection to make our bijou unique. Every creation is a phrase, a 
design, a graphic icon with which we can express ourselves or open ourselves 
up to the people we love. Handmade, they are all created with a careful 
selection of materials and decorations.  

  
The ABC of Christmas is in the jewellery by PFJewels Milano, emotional and 
above all infinitely customisable thanks to the letter of the alphabet you can 
choose which then becomes the seal on silver or gilt-coloured silver bracelets, 
accompanied by good luck charms, which speak of the wearer. A very cool gift 
that won’t go unnoticed. 
 
What a fluffy feeling! A cosy winter cuddle to carry with you everywhere, that 
becomes a very stylish trend at Christmas. These are the soft bags by Enrico 
Versari that explore all the magic and delicacy of the Tibetan sheep's fleece to 
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animate special creations and let yourself be carried away. For those who don't 
want to relinquish a green touch, the faux fur shoulder bags made in pastel colours 
and captivating animal prints are perfect, along with the woven slippers, they will 
be the ideal little present for chilly friends and mums.  
Cartoon lovers reporting for duty! The splendid Betty Boop, the most seductive 
character ever, winks delightfully from Anna Lodi's earrings, in a colourful tribute 
to all divas, past and future, who will be even more gorgeous under the tree. 
 
A highly unique gift for those who love the simple originality of one piece that can 
be dressed up alone, is the semi-precious and coloured stone necklace by I 
Signori degli Anelli. A masterpiece of originality.  
 


